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1

SUBJECT OF THE CONTRACT

1.1

SCOPE

This End User Licence (hereinafter referred to as “EULA“) applies for all current and future
provisions of software of the company GIS Gesellschaft für InformationsSysteme AG
(hereinafter referred to as “Contractor“). This applies regardless of whether the contracts
between Contractor and customer explicitly refer to this EULA or not.

1.2

PROVISION OF THE SOFTWARE

1.2.1 The customer will always receive software of Contractor (hereinafter referred to as
“GIS software“) and software of IBM or third-party providers (hereinafter referred
to as “third-party software“) within the context of the respective contractual
services. For the GIS software and the third-party software in parts separate
regulations apply pursuant to the following contractual provisions.
1.2.2 The subject of the contract is the provision of the GIS software in their respective
current version. This also includes all updates and version changes during the
lifetime of the contract. Implementations and installations are not the subject of
the contract and have to be ordered separately by the customer at his costs.
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2

RIGHTS OF USE

Contractor grants to the customer the rights of use for the software described under
section 2 of the EULA. In the offer a distinction is made between the licence models
“Software as a Service”, Software purchase, ”Bring in your own Licence” and Software
Leasing.

2.1

SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE

2.1.1 For the licence model “Software as a Service“ the provisions of section 2.1 apply
with priority over the other provisions under section 2.
2.1.2 Contractor grants to the customer the temporary single-user right to exclusively
play the GIS software within the context of the GIS Gravity, the operating
environment defined in the offer, and in connection with the use of Software as a
Service. With this type of use the customer is neither entitled to download the
software nor to copy it in any other way.
2.1.3 The right of use is limited to the duration of the lifetime of this contract.
2.1.4 The GIS software is situated on the servers of Contractor or on servers managed by
him.
2.1.5 If, for example, the third-party software is licenced using the measure “Authorised
User“, then the number of licences for Authorised Users must not exceed the total
number of licences.

2.2

SOFTWARE PURCHASE

2.2.1 For the software purchase the provisions of section 2.2 apply with priority over the
other provisions under section 2.
2.2.2 Insofar as the customer buys the software (GIS software and/or third-party
software), he receives an unlimited single-user right to exclusively play the GIS
software and/or the third-party software within the context of the GIS Gravity and
the operating environment defined in the offer.
2.2.3 Insofar as third-party software is sold by Contractor, he only acts as a reseller.
Contractor provides the licence certificate while the software is downloaded from
the third-party webpage. Any claims arising from the provision of the third-party
software have to be asserted primarily against the third-party company from which
the software was acquired.
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2.2.4 The customer has the opportunity to only buy the GIS software and provide the
third-party software himself (hereinafter referred to as ”Bring in your own Licence“).
In such a case the customer will provide the third-party software named to him in
order to properly use the software. The customer must have sufficient licences for
the third-party software. With respect to the GIS software the provisions under
sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 apply with priority.

2.3

SOFTWARE LEASING

2.3.1 For software leasing the regulations contained in Section 2.3. shall take
precedence over the other regulations of Section 2.
2.3.2 Inasmuch as the customer should lease the GIS software it shall be granted a
restricted simple right to run the GIS software exclusively in connection with the GIS
Gravity and the operational environment defined in the offer.
2.3.3 The right of usage is restricted in terms of time to the validity of the contract or to
the period of time quoted in the contract.

2.4

THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE

The customer is aware that third-Party software is used and employed as a basis for the
GIS software. Apart from this, the customer may also buy or lease third-Party software
from Contractor.
For the IBM software IBM licence conditions apply exclusively which the customer may
retrieve at www.ibm.com/software/sla/sladb.nsf. The IBM licence conditions that are
assigned to the respective IBM software, become explicitly an integral part of the
contract in the contract between the customer and Contractor and apply with priority
over this EULA as regards the IBM software.
For third-party software of other software manufacturers, these regulations apply
analogously.
Should the customer buy or lease GIS software in connection with third-party software,
said third-party Software may be used only in this connection.

2.5

GENERAL USAGE RULES

2.5.1 Every GIS software provided to the customer within the context of the services
described herein, must not be let, granted as a sublicence, or lent by him to others,
nor is he allowed to lease the software to a third party.
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2.5.2 The customer is only allowed to use the GIS software for internal purposes. An
access to the GIS software is possible via the internet or via private networks.
2.5.3 The customer is not allowed to reverse assemble or reverse compile the GIS
software or to transform them into another form of expression or to redevelop them
unless such a transformation is explicitly and mandatorily required by law.
2.5.4 The customer must not sell or give for free the GIS software including the
documentation to a third party.
2.5.5 The customer is not allowed to remove or circumvent the existing mechanisms that
protect the GIS software against any unauthorized use unless to do so is necessary
to achieve a faultless use.
2.5.6 The customer is allowed to copy the GIS software within the context of the
necessary data backup. Any copying by a third party within the context of the
necessary data backup requires the prior the consent of Contractor.

3

AUDIT, MONITORING

3.1

The customer agrees to allow to Contractor and to a third party commissioned by
Contractor access to his IT infrastructure during normal business hours in order to
check whether the EULA is observed by the customer or not.

3.2

The customer undertakes in the case of Software as a Service to keep complete
and accurate records about how many users or server processors have used the
software in a month. Furthermore, the maximum number of users per month is to
be indicated to Contractor. The customer shall transmit to Contractor a list of all
payments due during the respective month for the use of the software. Contractor
shall issue an invoice to the customer on the basis of this settlement.

3.3

The customer will transmit the reports to the e-mail address auftrag@gis-ag.com
until the 4th day of the following month at the latest.

4

CUSTODY OBLIGATIONS

4.1

The customer is obliged to prevent any unauthorized access to the software and
to the documentation by a third party by means of suitable measures. The
customer will in particular ask his employees not to use the software without
authorization.

4.2

If an employee of the customer violates the Contractor’s copyright, the customer
is obliged to participate to the best of his abilities in the clarification of the
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copyright violation and he shall in particular inform Contractor about the
respective infringing activities.

5

LIFETIME AND TERMINATION OF THE CONTRACT

5.1

The lifetime of the EULA and of the contract is one (1) year starting with conclusion
of contract.

5.2

The contract is extended by one (1) year respectively if it is not terminated to the
respective end of the contract with a notice period of 3 months. This shall not apply
should the customer purchase or lease GIS Gravity Software in connection with
third-party software.

5.3

Contractor is entitled to terminated the contractual relationship even without
respecting the notice period if


the customer exceeds his right of use,



the customer is in default with the payment of the remuneration,



if the customer does not comply in time with the obligation to send reports
pursuant to the EULA.

6

REMUNERATION

6.1

The settlement of the services provided by Contractor in the case of Software as a
Service shall occur according to the documents transmitted by the customer
pursuant to sections 3.1 and 3.1.3 of this EULA. The monthly usage fees are based
on the maximum number of users per month in accordance with the measure
indicated in the software description in the offer.

6.2

For software licences on the basis of PVU (Processor Value Units), the customer has
to acquire licences for the total processor core capacity of the server or server
cluster unless he accepts separate sub capacity conditions. Other billing models
can be contracted.

6.3

If third-party providers announces a general price increase for the software and/or
for subscription and support, Contractor reserves the right to pass the higher prices
on to the customer.

6.4

Further details concerning the remuneration, in particular in case of the software
purchase, can be found in the offer.
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7

RETURN

7.1

At the termination of the contractual relationship the customer is obliged to return
all material and documents.

7.2

The customer is explicitly reminded that after the termination of the contractual
relationship he must not continue to use the software and that he violates the
copyright of Contractor and/or of third-party provider if he does not observe this
obligation.

7.3

The customer is reminded that after the termination of the contractual relationship
all data concerning the customer that were stored with Contractor will be deleted
within a period of 4 weeks. Within this period, the customer may demand the
contractor's data even after the contract has been terminated. The resulting
expenses are to be paid according to the current price list of the contractor.

7.4

The customer is himself responsible that all legal archiving obligations are met.

8

SUPPORT

The Contractor is the contract person for support. During the first 12 months subsequent
to the conclusion of the contract, support is free of charge for the customer in the event
of software purchase. After a period of 12 months has expired the Contractor’s support
services shall end without the need for a formal cancellation.
Further regulations pursuant to support are to be found in Section 4 of the contractual
conditions.

9

LIABILITY FOR MATERIAL AND LEGAL DEFECTS

9.1

CLAIMS FOR DEFECTS THIRD-PARTY PRODUCTS

9.1.1 Claims for defects (guarantee) in case of third-party software are to be asserted
against third-party provider and become time-barred after twelve months starting
with the delivery of the third-party software.
9.1.2 With respect to IBM software concerning claims for defects also the IBM licence
conditions and further reaching IBM rules apply which the customer may retrieve
at http://www.ibm.com/support/operations/de/de/contracts/.

9.2

CLAIMS FOR DEFECTS SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE AND SOFTWARE LEASING

Claims for defects in case of Software as a Service and Software Leasing are governed
by the legal provisions concerning the BGB rental agreement.
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9.3

CLAIMS FOR DEFECTS SOFTWARE PURCHASE

Claims for defects in case of a software purchase are governed by the legal provisions
concerning the BGB rental agreement.

10

OTHER PROVISIONS

German law applies with the exclusion of the United Nations Convention on Contracts
for the International Sale of Goods . Place of jurisdiction is Hanover.
Subordinate to the EULA the contractual conditions of Contractor apply which can be
accessed by the customer at: https://www.gis-ag.com/aktuelles-medien/downloads/
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